Anime in Asia: A Case of Cultural Imperialism?
Thailand is banking on the success of the movie, 1 which is released in Asian cinemas this month, as it prepares its challenge to longtime powerhouses Japan and South Korea as the capital of Asian animation.
Report dated August 25, 2006 in Sawfnews.com Highly skilled but cheap laborers enabled South Korea to become a paradise for foreign animation production companies looking for good OEM. Due to this, South Korea became a country with many production companies, but without its own original works. In other words, "even with its 40-year history, it was like a malformed child with a hypertrophic body but no head." Lee Yong-Bae 2 This concluding chapter analyzes the development of the animation medium in various parts of Asia. It discusses not only the influence of anime per se but also that of Western animation to a certain extent, particularly American-made animation. It asks fundamentally why animated works (including film and television projects) made in South Korea, Taiwan, the Philippines, Malaysia, Thailand, Hong Kong, India, China, and so on, do not seem to create a lasting impression. Nor do they gain high popularity among international audiences. What are the underlying factors that cause certain recurrent problems and issues and affect the growth of animation in Asia, apart from those that are specifically Japanese-made? This chapter also queries whether such factors are embedded within an industrial "anime frame" and whether a survey of Asian animation would suffice if no attention was paid to the looming presence of Japanese animation worldwide, not to mention the Americanmade animation.
As mentioned in the introduction of this book, by isolating a particular animated frame or a series of frames, our awareness of the presented images is heightened, whether it is our sensitivity to the quality of the images and the background of their display, or the circumstances under which the images are produced. In recent years, there has been a surge of interest in developing animation in various parts of Asia. However, many of the reasons given for this enthusiastic surge are not adequately helpful and persuasive in explaining why the medium has been suddenly elevated to the "centre-stage." In applying the macro-perspective view of the development of animation in Asia, one should also examine what then "entrapped" or "framed" the producers in their endeavors to create animated works that compete with Japanese anime, the increasingly popular American-made CG animation (computer graphics animation), and the classic Disney-type of animation. Given the presumably scarce resources in some of the above-mentioned Asian countries (especially the availability of monetary funds and other necessary capital) and the presence of other sociopolitical and infrastructural issues that need utmost attention (such as eradicating poverty, providing equal education opportunities to youths, building and maintaining decent medical facilities, and guarding basic human rights including freedom of speech), the idea of advancing the animation medium seems prestigiously inviting, but it is not one of the real "needs" and "wants" of the nation. Furthermore, does the make-up of any culture possess the necessary backbone to support the animation medium spiritedly and materially as seen in the Japanese case? In expressing a narrative, is animation, or specifically the anime kind, the most effective?
This chapter explores the current "quest" by Asia to develop the animation medium, probes into the politics of the phenomenon, and argues that the factors affecting the growth of animation in Asia are multidimensional. It is not simply a case of cultural imperialism. My final analysis also reiterates the buried, cultural layers of anime as discussed in the preceding chapters and cautions that imitating the manga-like narratives and applying the formulaic methods of anime-making would only result in more anime-like galore in the world and contribute to the existence of already predominant images.
Cheap Labor and the Dominance of Manga
The Japanese animation industry has been seen as exploitative of cheap offshore labor from various Asian production studios such as those in South Korea, Thailand, the Philippines, India, Taiwan, and China. The cost-cutting formula enables largescale productions of anime which fill not only Japanese television but also that of overseas countries. However, Japan is not alone in tapping cheap labor and talent from its Asian neighbors. Western animation studios like Hanna Barbera and others also adopt this cost-cutting strategy (Lent, 1998) . As discussed in the previous chapter, Japan's visual appetite literally expanded by leaps and bounds after the Second World War. A large number of manga stories have been adapted into animated images. Moreover, in terms of subcontractual work, Japan (beginning with Toei and later other local animation studios) also took the lead in soliciting the interest of Western countries in its qualitative, yet less expensive, animated labor.
In Japan alone, the volume of anime and overseas Western animated productions expanded rapidly and by the early 1970s, the subcontractual work began to radiate first from the larger studios in Tokyo to the smaller production companies in and outside Tokyo. The studios finally enlisted the help of other Asian artists and animators.
3 Labor strikes had already occurred in the country in the mid-1960s led by staff working at Toei. Because of the tripartite relationship among the sponsors, namely the television station, manga publisher, and commercial sponsor(s), the animation studio contracted to produce the moving manga images became a less significant participant in the business arrangement (see Chapter 5, section on Tezuka Osamu). This also happened to the creative aspects of making animated images.
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Animation staff found themselves working "un-creatively" to meet already set production guidelines; there was the over-presence of pre-drawn manga images and pre-created story. While neighboring countries such as South Korea and Taiwan seek to develop their manga publishing industries by recognizing the inherent potential in each successful manga story, there ironically exists in Japan a discourse that criticizes the influence of manga on the animated medium. This discourse is led by ex-Toei staff members including Otsuka Yasuo, Takahata Isao, and Miyazaki Hayao. In their published memoirs, interviews, and other published works, a sense of disappointment and dejection is expressed when they talk about the development of animation in their country and the earlier rebellious activities they led in the labor strikes at Toei.
Protesting against long working hours and meager salaries was one matter but at a spiritual level, leading animators and directors experienced a loss of the shūdan sagyō, or "collective work" spirit (Miyazaki, 1996: 46) , because of the imposed monotonous work of merely animating pre-established images and narratives. In other words, they regarded animation as a form of "collective labor." According to senior animator Otsuka, although initially there was a division of labor in animation production and the roles of teachers, seniors, and juniors were clearly defined and hierarchized, it was within minshu ("a democratic-work" environment) that they worked together. He further describes Toei's form of animation work as eiri jigyō, a commercial enterprise as opposed to sakka shūdan (referring to manga-adapted anime which is often evolved from work created by one author-artist) which is a self-glorifiying, auteurish inward-looking world of creative work (2001: 101) . Takahata is also critical of the "superhero" image as portrayed in many mangaadapted animation stories in which, despite much violence and destruction, the main protagonist still lives from one episode to another, and from one series to another (1991: 128) . In the 1960s, Otsuka, Takahata, and Miyazaki were close associates and labour union members in the leading Toei animation studio and, ideologically, they considered animation as a fulfillment practice of their socialist ideals, a means to build a new Japan devoid of pre-war imperialist values, and a medium that embodied fresh youthful stories as Japan rebuilt herself by learning from her dismal war experiences.
As mentioned in Chapter 5, the development of the animation studio at Toei also coincided with the rise of Japan's manga-artist star Tezuka Osamu, who eventually approached Toei to animate one of his manga stories, Saiyūki. In recent years, Toei Animation Company and Studio Ghibli have jointly held museum exhibitions which foreground their artistic contributions to the animation industry in Japan. 5 In these exhibitions, the animated feature films take precedence over the television animated series in terms of the exhibition space occupied, and the documented notes featuring Toei's earlier film and television animated productions were also highlighted as they were made in a period when manga-contractual work was scarce.
While various parts of Asia persist in valuing the Japanese way of producing anime, particularly formula for making attractive and lucrative manga adaptations, "silent" protests and strikes still exist among animation workers in Japan. A sizeable protest took place in the mid-1990s when protesters strolled through the wealthy and fashionable Ginza district in central Tokyo so as to attract public attention to their plight. Such protests first appeared when manga stories were conveniently and quickly adapted into animated productions in the early 1960s. When Tezuka Osamu's Mushi Productions declared bankruptcy in 1973, he lamented how television animation had taken shape in the country and felt sorry for the mistakes he had committed in underestimating the artistic and business issues of animation production (Yamaguchi and Watanabe, 1977: 173, see also Chapter 5). In fact, one of the objectives of the Association of Japanese Animation (AJA), which was only formed in 2002, is to encourage participating agencies (such as sponsors and television stations) to raise funds for animation studios (big or small), so that the animators can have higher salaries. 6 In particular, owners of small and mediumsized animation studios lament that television stations, publishing houses, and a few animation production companies monopolize the copyrights of animation characters and other related merchandise. The anime industry places their patrons and sponsors at the helm while a large number of animation artists are exploited as cheap labor despite their vital contributions to the growth and development of the industry (Yuasa, 2004) .
It is also a known and accepted fact in the industry that the cost of a commercial animation project in Japan is low by Western standards. The amount of time and effort given by the production team is, however, greater. For example, Arisako Toshihiko, production director at Toei, has stated that while it might take an American production team a year to prepare a pilot television animation series from the preparation of the storyboards and script, to the airing of the first episode, it could be done in about four months in Japan. 7 In Taiwan and the Philippines, subcontractor studios reiterate that Japanese animation projects tend to demand more of their labor effort but pay less than the Americans. 8 However, anime subcontractual projects often come regularly due to the popularity of animation in Japan all year round. In Tokyo alone, an average animator who works for anime production (especially of the manga-adapted kind) is paid about ¥50,000 monthly, which is hardly sufficient for renting a one-room apartment. It is reported that even at Studio Ghibli, a junior animator starts at ¥160,000 a month (Yuasa, 2004) . One can imagine that offshore animator-artists are being paid even less.
Following or Rejecting the Anime Path?
By "following the anime path," I refer to works with distinctive anime design characteristics. These include, for example, cute characters with large sparkling eyes and the presence of realistic and picturesque backgrounds. At times, scenes of violence may be aggrandized, and their graphic presentations are foregrounded in detail. There are also deliberate attempts to mimic certain storylines found in other anime productions. In terms of production quality, pattern of distribution, and market penetration, animation studios in Asia which are working on subcontractual projects or productions that aspire to anime-like quality have yet to attain the same level of economic success and stable industrial input which Japan and their sponsors enjoy, the above-mentioned characteristics are often promoted and stressed by the Asian studios in order to gain a flying start and grab public attention.
In Hong Kong, several animation ventures were made by following the anime path. A notable example is A Chinese Ghost Story (1997) . It is an animation of the classic trilogy of live-action films, A Chinese Ghost Story I, II III. Deemed as a personal project of Tsui Hark, an eminent Hong Kong live-action film director and producer, the first "fatal" mistake he made was to design the male and female protagonists with anime characteristics. As a result, the trademark sparkling eyes of many anime characters were transferred to non-Japanese animated characters and the ethnic origins of the film story were muddled up.
9 Another incongruent element found in the film is the overuse of three-dimensional (3-D) computer effects to achieve animated movements which do not fit the creative flow of a typical anime film. The contrasting feature is in the use of computer techniques. Although these are employed in a Japanese-made anime film, they are not treated as an end but merely as a means to enhance the storytelling. From Miyazaki's Princess Mononoke (1997) to Ōtomo's Steamboy (2004) , Japanese creators simply combine three-dimensional graphics and two-dimensional (2-D) graphics without affecting the audience's notice of their combination processes.
10 Animation director and teacher Richard Taylor (1996: 7) notes that coordinating animation techniques is an important responsibility of the director. Each technique contributes to the storytelling process.
In other words, the quality of the movements guides the viewer to understand and appreciate the narrative. Technique-wise, by comparison, the 3-D graphics found in animated Chinese Ghost Story appear to be foregrounded, especially when they do not merge effectively with the 2-D animation storyboard.
The animated film failed in the box office in Hong Kong and Southeast Asia, unlike its live-action versions which were also popular among non-Chinese audiences. Apart from the kawaii-ness of the main characters, as one Japanese film critic has commented, 11 the other featured characters are well-designed with quirky and eccentric characteristics. But the dividing line of what makes a romantic anime film successful is not necessarily based on a pretty character although it is one of the artistic hallmarks of the anime model. Native aesthetic concepts of "space," "pause," and other Buddhist-influenced and indigenous sentiments are often found in anime productions even when the subject matter denotes a scientific rational world (see Chapter 2). One may argue that the presence of such "inertia moments" is due to a limited budget (which is typical of many manga-turned-anime narratives), but it can also be said that the appeal of anime is cumulative of both technical and cultural modification so much so that, in the process, a distinctive nationalistic genre is born. Moreover, it is a self-generating genre in which its sponsor-producers constantly scout for pictorial and literary stories to extend its existence, and in addition, there is also a sizeable home audience that helps sustain the growth of the industry.
A Chinese Ghost Story in the end did not make the grade and the plans of further developing the pilot film into a television anime series were shelved. The interested sponsors from Japan and Southeast Asia disappeared too. It is also important to note that how the commercial formula for anime production in Japan works. First, there is often a successful adaptation of a manga for television, or OVA.
12 Various profitgenerating merchandise and collectible items such as 3-D video games and toys will appear subsequently. After that, the animated feature film release will follow. In recent years, the formula has been applied to help prolong the "shelf life" of its original manga-anime. One strategy is to produce a live-action film version that hires popular television actors. The GTO -Great Teacher Onizuka (authored by manga artist Tooru Fujisawa in 1997) is one example. It was successfully adapted into a live-action film in 1999. In contrast, A Chinese Ghost Story followed an opposite path where the step-by-step, cumulative pattern was reversed. The overall animated version of the live-action film story was thus upset, especially in terms of its visual appeal. Consequently, the desire of the audience to see the story in animated form was much decreased.
Apart from Hong Kong, South Korea has also been producing her own brand of anime. Several Korean productions have received international awards, 13 but the storylines, aesthetic backgrounds, and even the affective aspects of these works carry a déjà vu feeling that reminds the audience of previously shown anime feature films.
14 Take Hammerboy (2003) Apart from the above-mentioned Korean animations that aim to achieve the standards set by Studio Ghibli, there is also a mega production with a budget of US$13 million. Focusing on a high-tech science fiction world, part of the appeal of the film is its animation and display of violent graphic images. Wonderful Days (2003) has lived up to its promise of "state-of-the-art 3D and 2D animation" because excellent animated images are included in the film. However, as the film progresses, it becomes increasingly clear that the storyline is weak and the production direction seems more inclined and interested in incorporating anime images already seen in such well-known anime films as Akira and Ghost in the Shell. These two films are landmark anime productions known for their expressive and intense violent sequences, and their narrative is focused on an almost lawless world and its degenerated conditions. The two anime films are especially popular in the West 15 and, seen from this perspective, it is evident that the Korean producers of Wonderful Days might have trodden the same path given its proven popularity among audiences around the world who were interested in such animated stories.
In "rejecting" the anime path, some Asian-produced animated works follow the "other" path that imitates the popular forms of American animation. They include, for example, the South Korean production Empress Chung (2004), the mainland Chinese production Lotus Lantern (1999), and the Taiwan-China joint production The Butterfly Lovers (2004) . Such works are produced in a Disney format and contain clear-cut good-versus-evil story elements, strong hand-drawn graphics, and fluid animated moments including a cast of supporting animal characters who often accompany the hero and heroine. It is ironic that Nelson Shin, director of Empress Chung, promoted the animated story as "full of our Korean tradition" (Russell, 2005) because its overall appeal is rather American. For example, the undersea animated sequences are reminiscent of a Disney film, The Little Mermaid (1989) .
16 In Thailand, the animated film Khan Kluay (2006) which features a heroic elephant takes a slightly different path by using CG animation. Not only does the 3-D animation in Khan Kluay resemble those of American Pixar and DreamWorks, the story is also rather Americanized and Disney-like. It reminds us of Lion King (1994) and Land before Time (1988) ; both films feature a young, lost, and orphaned animal character and the challenges that it faces as the film progresses.
Popular Culture and the Economic Appeal of Anime
In view of the above-mentioned animated works, both the pro-anime and the proAmerican animation kinds and also taking into account the hefty sums of money already invested by the Asian government and non-government sponsors in the animation industry so far, one can envisage an increasingly repetitive storytelling world cluttered with circulative and accumulative look-alike images, graphic representations and even formulaic ways of storytelling. In terms of creativity, it is fair to argue that because of years of foreign subcontractual work, the animating skills and modes of thinking have become entrenched in certain directions. Therefore, animation production studios in Asia can only work with established "archetypes" with which they are familiar. Although working on subcontractual projects does help to introduce basic techniques of animation-making to aspiring animators and provide jobs in general, it can hinder creativity in the long run. Work-wise, especially those in the past, many of the overseas subcontractual projects consist of tasks such as cel drawing, coloring, inking, and basic camera work (Lent, 1998) .
Given the proximity of Japan to its Asian neighbors, particularly in East and Southeast Asia, the impact of its popular cultural influences cannot be denied. From J-pop to sushi restaurants, karaoke to video games and Japanese television dramas, one could experience the ubiquitousness of their appeal in any major city in East Asia and Southeast Asia.
17 Needless to say, manga and anime are highly popular too, but the difference between consumption and production matters especially when it involves active appropriation and desirability. The popularity of manga and anime operates on an exceptional plane when it is compared to the leisure attractions of other popular cultural forms.
As stated above, anime is not made in Japan alone. Anime production often involves input from offshore collaborators and their contributions are often revealed in the production credits.
18 Cheap labor costs in Asia are one reason why Japan subcontracts their anime production to these countries. The appeal of anime-making to its subcontractual producers is understandable. For example, many artists in Indonesia first gained their experience in animation when they worked for companies that collaborated with Japan on anime projects. As a result, the anime archetype is seen as a standard to be achieved; cel-based animation and technologically advanced looking 3-D video games featuring familiar anime characteristics and stories are particularly appealing to these budding animators. 19 In an interview, Hong Kong animation art director Frankie Chung said that he grew up watching television animation series from Japan and reading manga, thus "subconsciously I have been influenced by a foreign sub-culture." He was also forthright in stressing that his character design work had been self-measured by anime's design characteristics, about which he "need not be apologetic." 20 On a larger, economic and industrial basis, the popularity of anime also attracts the attention of bureaucratic institutions and business organizations. While the popularity of Japanese songs and sushi have not led to the establishments of serious academic and research centers that are dedicated to the education and advancement of Japanese song composition and sushi-making , the consumption and production of anime have proven to be otherwise. In Asian countries such as South Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, and Indonesia, publicly and privately-funded educational institutions have introduced packaged courses on anime productions to their students. In some instances, the "Miyazaki brand" and the "corporate image of video game" have been used literally to persuade students and parents of the model's educational and economic value. For example, by associating the successful career of a Japanese animator with the aims and objectives of a newly launched course, it makes the students think that their time and money are well spent and justified. Likewise, the appeal of studying video games production denotes an exciting IT (information technology) world and inevitably, brand names such as Sega and Nintendo come to mind. It helps to map career aspirations of young students in the IT industry and may help them to obtain their parents' support for training in anime production.
"Manga mamas" and "Manga papas" (The Straits Times, April 20, 2003) are also in demand in Southeast Asia where young people are eager to attend training classes conducted by retired or visiting manga artists from Japan. Magazines published in the local language devoted to the practical aspects of manga drawing are also popular. The Economic Development Board in Singapore, a governmentfunded organization in charge of promoting trade and business, has in recent years offered scholarships periodically and established training schemes to youths who are interested in job attachments to Japanese video-game production companies and IT organizations that develop and design 3-D animation software. Overemphasis on commercial animation can further be seen from the international animation festivals and conferences organized in the region. Successful manga artists, anime directors, and producers are often invited to attend these events and to introduce Japan's commercially successful animated works to overseas countries. Such activities and events display a one-sided spectrum of Japanese animation that is detrimental to other forms of animation which the country produces.
The Nurturing and Development of Animation in the Local Context
On the surface, it seems convenient to apply the theory of cultural imperialism in explaining the dominance of anime in the media landscape of Asia. At the outset, it appears that a form of media culture is imposing or thwarting the development and progress of another. However, as I have described above, the appeal of anime is multifold in the Asian context. On one hand, its commodified status excites and attracts corporate party interests, especially in recognizing its economic strength and acknowledging its so-called IT amour, but on the other, the base of the appeal also lies with the receiving parties, notably the consumers and audiences.
Although it is impossible to list here each anime production that has been shown in Asia and relate the meanings they have generated with their specific recipients, it is essential to concede or to see that anime offers alternatives to other Western animated works and even locally-made ones. A more fundamental reason is that in most Asian countries, the promotion and development of animation have been less enthusiastic and progressive as compared to those in Japan (see Chapter 5). To probe further, why has the rest of Asia neglected the medium until recently? After all, the "Hollywoods" of Asia like India and Hong Kong have been able to sustain their local markets despite the apparent dominance of American films. Judging from the recent surge of interest in developing the medium in the region, both profitoriented sponsors and government agencies have attempted either single-handedly or jointly to advance the growth of the medium. 21 The supported works produced so far, however, tend to be self-measured by the popular anime model or the American alternatives.
Implicit within the cultural imperialism theory is another belief that the "essence of cultural imperialism is dominated by one nation over another" (White, 2001: 3) . In the past, it pointed to a situation in which less affluent Asian nations were engaged in co-production of media works that were mainly for the consumption of more industrially advanced nations. From a structural perspective, it could be argued that as the broadcasting industries in such countries were still being developed at that time, it is inevitable that the "developmental learning curve" was charted this way. On the other hand, at a local socio-cultural level, other factors are at play as well and they include the individual society's demands and desires of the animated medium, the relationship of the medium to other aspects of the native culture concerned, and government policies toward the availability and interest of animation technologies and methodologies. Therefore, blaming the exploitativeness of foreign contractual work does not explain the current "imitativeness" and "scarcity" of animated works produced in other parts of Asia.
In view of the fervor and importance which the Japanese have continued to place on animation and manga, Asian nations and interested sponsors from the region that are presently engaged in developing animation need to put greater effort in examining and evaluating the values of the medium in relation to local society and culture. Moreover, the Japanese inclination toward pictorial images of both the moving and non-moving kind is extraordinary and excessive. It has acquired a builtin cultural dimension as its own history progresses. Japan's virility in producing and consuming pictorial narratives is not simply a matter of advanced technology and pure capitalism, as I have demonstrated in the preceding chapters. This kingdom of anime and manga thrives in a dialectic world of fantasy and illusion in spite of its highly industrial and modernistic outlook. Yet, it somehow has the innate ability to transform this abstract realm into specific products for commercial markets. Other nations in Asia have to take into account this subtle imaginative trait in attempting to develop a homegrown animation industry.
This imaginative trait also gives rise to an expanding otaku market that further supports the anime and manga media. According to a research organization's report (Asahi Shimbun, August 24, 2004) , the otaku market in Japan has over 2.8 million consumers and can be divided into four categories, namely anime, idol, comics, and game (the market is worth 260 billion yen). The comics and anime categories have higher proportions of otaku consumers, constituting "16 percent" and "13 percent" of the market respectively. The report cites the growing purchasing power of the otaku consumers, especially new electronic products such as DVD machines and digital cameras. 22 The question to ask is: Do the other parts of Asia have such sizeable influential otaku consumers in sustaining an anime-like animation industry?
23 Or will they be prepared to foster or encourage the growth of an otaku subculture in the long run? I do not intend to discuss at great length the characteristics of the otaku subculture in Japan here, but I am not taking a negative critical view of this subculture. It would not give justice to the subject by examining it in a chapter or two. However, it is important to pay attention to the fact that the anime industry in Japan is also buttressed by this unusual subculture specific to Japan alone. It has been commented elsewhere that the otaku subculture is transnational, especially with the availability of new media technologies (Lamarre, 2004/05: 183) . There are isolated otaku-like consumers residing in other parts of world, but this does not override the fact that the core of the otaku subculture presides strongly in urban Japan. Moreover, the age range of the otaku in Japan stretches from mid-teens to middle age and above and the otaku community often includes married individuals and their families. More than half of the anime goods are reported to have been bought by adults who have experienced anime popular culture in their youths (Imidas, 2000 (Imidas, : 1215 . Statistical research has shown that, as an example, more than one-third of the audience who went to a Studio Ghibli animation film was in the 20-34 age group, while those from the 35-45 and 16-19 age groups constitute another one-third of the audience (G. B. et. al, 2002:17) .
It should also be noted that while the term otaku is popularly equated as "fans of anime" in North America, this playful usage of the term does not exist in the Japanese context. Lodged within the otaku phenomenon are issues and sites of fetish desires, erotic pleasures, taboos, and so on. Anthropologist Anne Allison's book, Permitted and Prohibited Desires (1996) , may have touched the tip of the iceberg as she examines the subject of desire in postwar capitalist Japan.
24 The subject of otaku in Japan is covered multidimensionally in Mōjōgenron efu kai: "Postmodern Otaku Sexuality", a volume edited by Azuma Hiroki (2003) . It addresses directly what is considered to be the "corporate body of the otaku" (2003: 7) and describes and discusses critically the common misconceptions and multifaceted complexities of the Japanese otaku. In examining the cultural and social demographics of the otaku market, Anzai Masayuki, a NHK senior producer, also points out that the intricate and composite nature of the otaku subculture in urban Japan is connected to an asobi shiti ("play city") culture and that the strong affinity for anime in Japan also pertains to self-identification and simulation of idol characters that include Lolita complex fetishes. (In Japan, the word lolicon has become a generic term for a form of manga or anime that depicts underaged or childlike female characters in an erotic manner.)
25 For example, the highly popular Sailor Moon television anime series does not necessarily appeal to young female adolescent viewers only. According to Anzai, while the "play city" allows rooms for "huge turnover" and presents new business opportunities, the complexities of the otaku subculture have presented "difficulties" for advertising agencies, including "big names" such as Dentsu and Hakuhodo, to delineate specific wants and desires of otaku consumers. Although Anzai singles out Akihabara (the electronics cavern in Tokyo which is regarded as one of the main shopping districts for otaku), he is apprehensive and cautious of this special group of subculture consumers.
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In reality, the otaku subculture is also supported by an expanding force of amateur manga producers who compete to exhibit their work at the biannual Comic Market or Komiket. Dating back to 1975, this decades-old event provides an exhibition space for amateur manga writers and subaltern manga artists to publicize and distribute their creations. Works exhibited are mostly of the underground kind and are accompanied by various paraphernalia, such as CDs, video tapes, posters, and character costume-dressing. This convention is known to have attracted hundreds of thousands of participants and attendants, and many have returned for repeat visits during the three-day event.
27 Armed with a yellow-pages-sized catalogue bought at the entrance, attendants are familiar with the guiding codes, the detailed small-font print found in the catalogue, and ways of finding their target buys and exhibitors.
A number of the manga works exhibited are actually parodies of existing manga stories. For example, a young female manga artist may display her own parodied version of Miyazaki's Mononoke Hime in print form, which focuses on the relationship between Princess Mononoke and the male protagonist Ashikaga. Indeed, this "expressive voice-vein activity" is representative of a reproductive trait which regenerates the manga-anime industry. For instance, Kidou-keisatsu Patlabor (1988) , which is known as Mobile Police Patlabor outside Japan, 28 was originally a parody of the Gundam series and other robotic anime stories. Resurrection of this robotic theme never seems to retire, and in the 1990s the Evangelion series was another addition that paid parodied homage and allusions to earlier robotic anime. Its creator Anno Hideaki (who was born in the 1960s) produced a story that reflected the pains and doubts of his generation. The contents of his mangaanime carry covert criticism of his country's stagnant socio-political conditions; these include the hopeless situations which the younger generations are facing, and the fears and the general lack of confidence to change the established order of things. Apart from parody, there are also a variety of erotic and sexually explicit mangas on display at the Comic Market, and these are usually snapped up within a day or two by otaku male patrons. Sharon Kinsella, in her study of manga in Japanese society from 1986 to 1995, explains this event as "a remarkably invisible subculture in Japanese society," and says that it is also part of an underground manga movement which caters to the "specialist requirements of amateur manga artists and fans" (1996: 169 and 172), and a place for established publishers to hunt for new talents. By the late 1990s, this so-called "subculture manga event" was no longer that "invisible," because it had become an important event for producers or sponsors to look out for new creative ventures. For example, NHK senior producer Anzai Masayuki admitted that the subcultural creations were perhaps for the "maniacs and fanatics," but the large group of amateur producers gathered at the event was a notable potential commercial force.
Returning to other Asian cities, one may wonder if there are shopping caverns that are like Akihabara, which is representative of a highly successful industrialized capitalistic nation and demonstrates the nation's electronic innovativeness and modernization goals. It is also apparent that animation in Japan means more than just entertainment (for children and young adults, as well as the whole family); anime and its otaku connections have shown us so. 29 Thus, it is an uphill task for the other Asian nations if they would like to establish a successful animation industry just like the one in Japan. It is almost akin to imparting a foreign culture, regardless of the origins and complexities of the industry.
Taiwan and Hong Kong host a Comic Market-like exhibition event for homegrown manga and anime fans annually, but these events largely serve as a venue for Japanese manga artists and anime directors to meet with their local fans and in the process the sales of manga-anime goods are further encouraged. It remains to be seen whether such events will help to build a competitive pool of local talents who are determined to promote their work to the public. These artists may be using the event as a platform for expressing their different creative interests and for proposing alternatives to mainstream manga-comic and adapted animation. However, the current practice is still guided by the goal to adopt manga-anime design characteristics. Its widespread influence was demonstrated at the "Asia in Comics 2004: Comics by Asian Women Forum" held in Tokyo on February 21, 2004. It was an eye-opening experience to see that most of the works from South Korea, Taiwan, Indonesia, and Singapore displayed features in character designs and visual styles that are similar to those of the archetype. These include female characters that have big and sparkling eyes with long tresses, and slim long legs and arms. Comics from the Philippines were the only exception; their contents reflected the indigenous mix of its readers and the country's colonial past.
In Taiwan, a new monthly comic magazine, Tiao Zhang Zhe (meaning "The Challenger), was launched in May 2004. According to the founding editor, Lin Elie, the objective was to publish comic stories contributed by readers. Lack of support from interested patrons is one reason that leads to the stagnating growth of local talent in Taiwan. She intends to fulfill the role of promoting comic writing, even to the extent of accepting works that show outright imitations of manga. "After all, we grew up reading manga and watching anime; starting from imitation is the only way to nurture future talent." 30 In Taiwan, the production of comics had been substantially controlled by the government until the mid-1990s and foreign comics and anime, especially those from Japan, were imported to fill the void. As a result, the population tends to associate comics and animation with those that come from Japan. The same can be said of South Korea where censorship on Japanese pop culture has eventually led to an underground demand for manga and anime. Thus, when promoting Korean-created comic stories, current publishers are inclined to bring in the manga kind of work at the initial stage as the comics industry hopes to "expand into the USA and reach international audiences."
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A Gem of the Past: The Chinese Alternative
In Japan, the production path is like this: first, there is the output of the manga, then extracts of the manga are animated. Later, efforts are made to promote the animated work. This is a step-by-step, scientific, and realistic method. Regretfully, China does not have such a wellrounded animation industry; neither do we have a market like Japan that can flexibly adapt to changes. I believe that Chinese animation will eventually take on a market-oriented strategy for development. After all, an animated feature film needs to make money too. How can we make good progress if we are always dependent on government funding to foot the production costs? (Author's translation) A student at Beijing Film Academy October-November, 1993
When comparing Japanese animation with Chinese animation, I would say that every piece of Chinese animated work has a nationalistic intention. For the Chinese, there is a strong sense of intention to express ethnic styles and traditions. Thus, when Japanese people see Chinese animation, there is a hindrance. In a way, it is a little shocking to realize that the Japanese local way of producing animation is inclined toward foreign viewership. (Author's translation) Otsuka Yasuo, 1991 (see Takahata, 1991: 148) Prior to the international success of Studio Ghibli productions and when the industry in Japan was focusing on commercial animation, there existed a form of animation in Asia which was rare and exquisite in terms of its methods of expression, production, and exhibition. This old Chinese generic model has been a subject for discussion. It also drew covert admiration among animation practitioners in Japan. Although this model is considered a "gem of the past" as China no longer produces such an exquisite form of animation and the development of the medium is geared toward profit-making goals (especially in view of the capitalistic path which China's economy has undertaken), the animated works produced from this past model are still remembered fondly and highly regarded by contemporary animators and film critics in Japan. See, for example, the publication entitled, Sekai to Nihon no anime-shon besito 150 ("Best 150 World and Japanese Animation Films Selected by Professionals") (Saitani, 2003) . The only other Asian animation appraised in the publication apart from Japanese animation is mainland Chinese animation.
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Since the foundational period of Toei from the mid-1950s to the rapid expansion of the Japanese animation industry in the mid-1980s, Japanese animators who were searching for new paths of creation and expression saw renewed nationalistic elements embedded within Chinese animation. As mentioned in Chapter 6, a group of innovative animators and directors, including Takahata Isao, Miyazaki Hayao, and Otsuka Yasuo, were dissatisfied with the voluminous influence of manga on Japanese animation. Consequently, they were actively seeking new forms of animation that expressed different narrative styles and from which they might find inspiration and new perspectives in making animation. The subsequent publication of the book, Anime no sekai (Okada, "World Animation," 1988), which includes contributions from authors such as Takahata, attested to their worldwide survey of excellent animation. In the book, apart from Japanese animation, the only Asian animation that is mentioned and given due credit is Chinese animation produced by the Shanghai Animation Studio. Western animated works including those from Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union are also listed and appraised.
As discussed in the last chapters, the expanding operations of Toei concurred with the robust economic growth of Japan during the 1960s. While the management and staff saw the commercial and collective value of animation, there was also preference and admiration for animated works made in Europe, including especially those from the Soviet Union bloc. 33 One former Toei staff member, Yamaguchi Yasuo, explained in an interview that animated works from the Soviet Union were highly regarded because of their "artistic-ness" as opposed to Disney-like works from the USA. By that, he referred to the latter's overemphasis on the "commercial aspects."
34 Russian film theorist and historian Sergeevich Semen Ginzburg best captures the Japanese attraction to animation from the Soviet Union in the opening passage from his translated book, Dōga eiga ron (1960): … may Japanese art be able to express the modern times, that it carries the special characteristics of its people, may Japan's art and craft in any century continue to progress with shining light and maintain that experience. About animation, it is the same. The animated works of my country's directors were influenced by Walt Disney's productions as well. It has also taken the imitative mode. But this is just a part. When we look into our multiracial pool of artistic skills, indeed, a great creative path could be found … 35 Similarly, the Japanese recognized and observed closely the nationalistic and ethnic efforts which the Chinese animators had shown in their creative productions.
When translating Ginzburg's work at the end of the 1950s, Kawagishi stressed that it was not coincidental that "both superpowers," nidai kyōkoku, referring to the USA and the Soviet Union, had a progressive outlook toward animation (1960: 293-294). While one was propelled by monetary impetus, the other was driven by bunka katsudō ("cultural activity"). Kawagishi wrote that there was much that Japan could learn from their experiences as the country considered plans for developing a shikaku bunka ("visual culture"). I would argue that the Japanese native culture has never forsaken the visual aspects of cultural communication, however majestic or humble (or imitative or innovative) they might have been. The urge and drive to modernize since the Meiji period had contributed substantially to the advancement of an existing visual arts culture. Therefore, when discovering that a once culturallyclose foreign neighbor had attempted to recoup a traditional past (in particular its artistic heritage), the Japanese animation artists and producers went through a re-educating experience; they began to "rethink" and "retract" the development of animation in the country and acquired a different vision from a non-Western perspective (see quote at the beginning of this section from Otsuka above, cited in Takahata [1991: 148] ). In China, animation film is also specifically referred to as meishu dianying, a rather high-brow generic term that categorizes "animation" as "art." Since its establishment in the 1950s, Shanghai Animation Studio has promoted itself as Shanghai meishu dianying zhipian chang, meaning "Shanghai Art Film Production Plant" (chang also means "factory" or "works").
In other words, at the intra-regional level, the anime model has a "significant other" to measure up to, and it is China, from which Japan had adopted its superior cultural distinctions until the late Tokugawa period. For China, despite its isolationist status after the Second World War, it has also produced some of the world's most astonishing animated work that inadvertently places the model, specifically the manga-anime genre, in a cheap and derogatory light. Created by artists including the Wan Brothers at the Shanghai Animation Studio and supported by the communist government, the cherished traditions of shanshui hua (meaning "mountain and water painting"; the term generically refers to ink and water-color paintings) became breathtaking artistic gems when transferred onto animated frames. Originally the notion of "profit" as a motivation was never considered in such productions as they were supported by the communist government funds. Ironically, the resultant artistic and highly exquisite nature of these works was later regarded as "bourgeois" and "feudal-like" by the government. Consequently, their creators were banished and the studio was closed (Enrlich, 1993) . Chronologically, both the commercial anime model and the state-supported Chinese model appeared at almost the same time in the late 1950s. However their fates differed and so did that of their creators and production staff (see Appendix 2). For example, during the mid-1960s, Toei's investment in animation had expanded into television production and, concurrently, Tezuka's manga works were successfully adapted into film and for television. To this day, the growth of the medium remains unabated in Japan. By contrast, animation in China had been in limbo for more than a decade since 1965 and the industry only emerged in 1979 when the making of the animated film Nezha Shakes the Sea began.
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Japanese animation artists in the early 1980s recognized not only the selfcontained microcosmic world of Chinese animation, like the attention given to minute details and the individual choice of a mundane natural world as shown in Cowherd 's Flute (1963) and Tadpoles in Search of Mummy (1960) , they also acknowledged the macrocosmic and dynamic aspects of Chinese culture. These include, in particular, the ethnically strong heroism and subtle historical ideology as expressed in Nezha Shakes the Sea, Confusion in the Sky (Part I and II, 1961 , 1964 ), and Princess Iron Fan (1941 (see Takahata, 1991: 144-154) . Introspectively, the Chinese form of animation and its ethnocentricity had prompted some animation artists and producers to ponder further the development of animation in Japan and the ethnic origins and orientations of Japanese animation (nihon teki, see Chapter 4). In fact, the contemporaries of Miyazaki and Takahata at Toei then were among the first to return to Japanese artistic origins when they were making Taro, the Dragon Boy (in Japanese, Tatsunoko Tarō) in 1979.
37 Adapted from an award-winning children's book of the same title written by Matsutani Miyoko, the animated tale expresses audio-visually the fantastical folk elements in the narrative. Set in a traditional Japanese ink and water-colored background, the 75-minute animated film came with dialogue and music that was resonant of the country's literary oral traditions. The film became a "rare rose among the thorns," in view of the fact that a great number of manga-influenced animated works were being produced at that time.
With regard to the nakama partnership of Miyazaki Hayao and Takahata Isao, the fervor with which they later directed their Studio Ghibli's animated works and the subtle yet confident kind of self-addressing nationalism indirectly expressed in their productions resonate faintly and responsively with their covert appreciation of Chinese animation and its blazonry of national culture and history. It is uncertain whether the characterization of the heroine Nausicaä in Nausicaä of the Valley of the Wind and its subsequent animation was subtly influenced by Miyazaki's critical appreciation of Nezha's heroic characteristics as expressed in Nezha Shakes the Sea (Takahata, 1991: 144-149) , although the publication and serialization of his manga began in around 1982. Nor is it known whether the growing attention with which the Japanese animation film critics and artists appreciated Russian auteuranimator Yuri Norstein's folk-influenced work had any impact.
38 It can, however, be seen that the political and ethnically spiritual positioning of Chinese animation and that of the animation produced by the European communist bloc countries were quite different from the openly commercial nature of Japanese animation. Those concerned must have been acutely aware of the distinctions. Artistically speaking, the Studio Ghibli and its collection of animated works were indeed of a higher quality and the directors had carefully selected story narratives that were reflective of Japan's past and contemporary social developments (e.g. My Neighbor Totoro, Grave of the Fireflies, Pom Poko, and Spirited Away).
Since then, Japanese animation led by Studio Ghibli has risen to an elevated plane and has enjoyed global success and fame. By comparison, China has ironically decided to adopt a capitalistic path for its economy and studios have been producing mainly commercial animation. Thus, nationally sponsored works like the feature film Lotus Lantern (in Chinese, Baoliandeng) and the Journey to the West television series 39 tend to have a Western flavor despite the selection and adaptation of Chinese well-known folk legends. For example, in the past twenty years or so, animated titles produced by the Shanghai Animation Studio have been described as having "a Western feel" (Hutman, 1996) . This is especially so when one notes that the studio has been working diligently on projects subcontracted by Western producers. On the other hand, independent national projects such as the much-promoted animated film Lotus Lantern simulates features of Western commercial animation. The use of newly-developed computer techniques of coloring, lighting, filming, and background design creats a strange and unfamiliar ambience that is incongruent to a traditional Chinese tale. In terms of character design, one local film reviewer was critical of the simplistic representation of the evil character Eelangshen who, in the original story, is a handsome god residing in the sky (Fuzhou Evening News, September 5, 1999) . In the animated version, he looks more like Dracula and dresses like him too. A subsequent collaboration between China and Taiwan, The Butterfly Lovers (in Chinese, Liangshanbo yi Zhuyingtai), displays picturesque setting and colorful representations of a traditional Chinese folktale. However, it is obvious that director Tsai Ming-chin, in "contemporizing" and "presenting" the tragic love story to the world, has meant to give it a Disney-like treatment by adding supporting animal characters, slapstick humor, spontaneous kissing scenes, and occasional love songs with contemporary Western pop music arrangements (see the article at www.china. org.cn, January 30, 2004) .
In order to achieve success quickly (especially in monetary terms), contemporary Asian investors, producers, and animators tend to overidentify with the American commercial influence on Japanese animation. As a result, they gravitate toward that American-influenced direction when planning for their projects. In a number of exchanges between China and Japan in the past (government-sponsored and private), eager young Chinese animators often asked the visiting Japanese how they established a commercial, market-oriented form of animation (see, for example, the quote at the beginning of this section).
40 In recent years, both official and private Chinese establishments have requested the assistance of their Japanese counterparts in setting up animation schools in various parts of China. A report states that shortly after the screening of Spirited Away, the Chinese government was alarmed by the fact that in China alone, the sales of anime and its related merchandise reached a staggering amount of over 85 billion yen, despite the stringent regulations and control imposed by the authorities on imported goods.
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Could a "gem of the past" be re-appreciated, reconsidered, and re-enacted to accommodate contemporary conditions, given the wealth and technology that China has progressively accumulated over the past two decades? Why should one discard old animated work and its artistic direction and denigrate it as labor-intensive and time-consuming (e.g. the making of ink-and-water-color animation)? Why are they being seen as lacking consumer appeal and métier, when they are simply rare achievements? Would acquiescing to anime or Disney-like production solve the "cultural imperialism" problem? Would replacing the "vacant space" with selfproduced and imitative storytelling techniques and formulaic consumer-oriented products suffice? Paradoxically, this "gem of the past" is still held in high regard by an animation kingdom nearby. In praising Cowherd's Flute directed by Te Wei, Japanese experimental film artist Aiuchi Keiji writes:
When the Cowherd's Flute was presented, the world was kind of silent, but a deep impact was felt. Through that, the momentous Asian worldview was expressed and metamorphosed moment by moment in progressive water ink paintings. European classical art paints the physical world, but Chinese water ink art expresses the form through the heart. The work portrays a youth playing a flute beside his buffalo; the illusionary world is expressed through the touch of their hearts. The screen shows a water ink world of high mountain, valley, waterfall, and so on; such colored fantastical work overwhelms the world profoundly by the sheer strength of its presentation. (Saitani, 2003: 52; author's translation)
Image-Making, Fantasy, and Reality
In Chapter 3, the subject of "image-building" is discussed in connection to the formation of a national cultural identity. This concluding section re-examines it in light of cultural imperialism. The purpose is to summarize and emphasize the unstated "frames". In fact, there are other factors, practices, and even nonpractices at work which affect the existence of animation in Asia. We have seen that anime is deeply rooted within a native culture and Japan's experience of modernity. The circumstances and conditions that led to Japan's industralization are partly internally originated and driven. As described earlier in the book, external historical developments also affect the country's awareness of its self-identity which contributes to the nationalistic desire and the vision "to become".
One understated missing frame in the context of anime and, ironically, a telling one, is the stark absence of Japan-based or Japan-sponsored anime productions that feature stories originating from a developing country. While the Disney Studio has occasionally included non-American folktales (for example, Aladdin [1992] and Mulan [1999] ) in its repertoire partly due to its global marketing strategies, on the Japanese side, it is not easy to name any internationally successful anime film or television series that features a non-Japanese story or one that carries no Occidental characteristics (e.g. the geo-ethnic origins of the story, the background design, and the featured characters). The point is, in comparison to Western-based children stories and the many anime adaptations made or remade, the abundance of such onesided productions portray the understated geo-political dialectical aspects of animemaking and anime consumption. Even Studio Ghibli's latest animated feature films, Howl's Moving Castle (2004, adapted from British writer Diana Wynne Jones's work) and Tales from Earthsea (2006, adapted from American writer Ursula K. Le Guin's work) attest to this characteristic nationalistic inclination to animate stories originating from bigger powerful Western nations.
While the animated film Hakujaden was produced primarily for Western audiences in the 1950s, the World Masterpiece Theatre animated television series in the 1970s had an impressive list of children stories adapted from the West. The Japanese passionate courtship of the American market and Western audience was also represented by the animated production of a well-known comic strip, Little Nemo, in the 1980s. Within the anime industry in Japan, many are aware of the heartbreaking enterprise story of the late producer Fujioka Utaka , who invested much time, money, and labor in his creation of an animated film that would be a "great hit in America" (Otsuka, 2001: 200-218) . 42 The resultant work was Little Nemo: Adventures in Slumberland and the production period lasted more than ten years during which Fujioka set up a production studio in the heart of California to realize his dream. The animated film was later known as Nemo/Nimo in Japan. Although it was eventually marketed as a joint film project, the initiative concept came from Japan, and so were the greater amount of monetary investment and labor effort. The film was screened in Japan in 1989 and in the USA two years later, but it was a box office failure both times. 43 The point I would like to make here is that judging from the breadthless length of animated works produced in Japan, there are very few stories originating from the other side (that is, stories from developing countries and lesser known Third World countries) which have been adapted for animation.
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To date, there have been only a few exceptions. One is the animated feature film jointly produced by Japan and India, The Legend of Prince Rama Ramayana (1987) . There was also a co-production with China entitled Shunmao monogatari taro (1981) . This film is about protection of wildlife and a panda is the main protagonist of the story. A Chinese epic narrative tale, Romance of the Three Kingdoms, in Japanese called Sangokushi, was also adapted into animated feature films in 1988 and 1989. This spellbinding tale is about chivalry and political intrigues. Another well-known Chinese folktale, Legend of the Monkey God, is also an all-time favorite of the Japanese. Tezuka Osamu was the first to serialize the tale in his manga and adapt it into a feature film called The Enchanted Monkey (1960) . Like the rest of the manga works featuring the Monkey God legend and its subsequent adapted anime narratives that appeared in Japan, the contents were often written in accordance with that particular author's treatment and interpretation of the tale; it did not usually comply with the original Chinese interpretation of the folktale (e.g. the manga-anime TV series, Dragon Ball [1984] and Dragon Ball Z [1989] ). The above-mentioned narrative stories originate from China and India, both of which have a long history and culture. Their adaptations into animation are also partly due to the historical cultural links that had existed with Japan.
What is the primal activity of animating? Essentially, it is a form of imagemaking, but when it is a voluminous activity that is centralized at a particular place and culture, it cannot help but arouse attention and inquiry. Statistics may give us a sense of the production and consumption fervor of anime in Japan, but they do not tell us precisely what, how, and why this image-making activity reigns so dynamically and popularly within the Japanese context. To produce images is to give life and form to certain visions including unfulfilled desires, internal self-narratives, and fantasies.
But to be energetically involved in picture-making, especially at a higher level, large-scale picture-making becomes a form of image-building and is one activity often instigated by authorities with national and bureaucratic power. Image-making, on the other hand, can be said to work more at the humble plane, within people's spatial existence. Sometimes, images formed are interstitial so as to serve personal and private functions but image-making can be extended to serve higher communal functions. In Japan, anime serves both levels of image production. As seen from the production of Hakujaden and a number of manga-adapted anime productions made or remade subsequently (e.g. Astro Boy, Gundam, Space Battleship Yamato, 45 Doraemon, and Sazae-san), the producers and the consumer-viewers have built an unspoken industrial and social contract to celebrate and honor the imaginary, even to the extent of accepting, maintaining, and expanding a transactional capital value of its illusionary status.
With regards to animation, the medium serves as a magnetic field that attracts "stuff" (for example, obsessions, dreams, and desires) that enables one to break out of the ordinary. In studying fantastic texts, Jackson (1981: 77-81) notes the "metamorphic" and "multiple" existence of the subject, and further denotes that "metamorphosis" can in fact function in a frame so as to give teleological meanings. For anime, owing to its pictorialness, fantasies are allowed to present themselves on a frame-by-frame basis, despite the continuous transformation of forms. On the one hand, the acknowledged market and public value of manga and anime carries varying degrees of restraint and self-censorship on the producer(s) as to what extent they can create openly for public consumption. On the other hand, the imaginary is simply perceived to be boundless and can also exist comfortably within private and personal space according to the consumption needs, whims, and fancies of the buyer, reader, and viewer.
The sphere of the imaginary is where fantasy resides. One would have thought that in a modern rationalistic setting where science and technology are the main call of the day and are capable of providing solutions of all sorts, the imaginary may no longer be functional and lies restfully in a redundant state. However, this is certainly not the Japanese situation. The most industrialized nation in Asia and the world's second most powerful industrialized economy still preserves the imaginary realm and values it highly. In fact, without the imaginary Japan would become unimaginable, listless, and even lost. Maybe manga and anime are like drugs to a number of Japanese as cocaine, heroin, and the like are to addicts?
46 This anecdotal remark fails to see the extraordinary "generating energy" of these pictorial media. It is precisely the imaginary, or a semi-religious Shintoist belief in creativity and childlike wonder, that gives birth to both the personal and collective realms of entertainment, which in turn contributes to the Japanese economy. When examining Japan's continuous constitutional effort to preserve the monarchy as head of state after the Second World War, the nation's prolonged attachment to the rituals and rites of such traditional arts and beliefs as bushidō, Shintoism, and chadō (tea ceremony), as well as its relentless, modernistic drive to industrialize and attain economic superpower status, Lee (1995) laments that the country has chosen to tread between the two worlds of myth and reality. In acknowledging the country's traditional past and its industrialized present, following Lee's line of thought, it can be seen that anime provides a buffer living space in which fantasy, art, and technology can co-exist satisfactorily, benefiting the economic and psychological needs of the nation.
In other words, anime embodies materiality and spirituality and is "mirrorily" reflective of the ontological world of Japanese society in the latter half of the twentieth century. Phenomenally speaking, as this study suggests, the overt phenomenon of the medium-genre bespeaks a covert side of existence while the mental and spiritual aspects of the self found an expressive and existential space to inhabit. Going back to the theoretical propositions discussed in Chapter 3, is Nishida's concept of poiesis applicable to postmodern Japan? To him, poiesis is the act of forming, "… the formed forms the forming, and that is why I say: from the formed towards the forming. Therefore, here is poiesis …" (1958: 173) . That is to say, Nishida is directly vivifying the human individual as the center of the creative world. He is also specific in addressing the kind of individual or subject he is describing. Nishida says, Subjects which are not spiritually creative in any way will not persist in the history of the world. The idea is essentially the principle of "life" of a subject. (1958: 185) Nishida also refers to "subject," "as a species" (1958: 185) and later, he means "a people" (p. 203). Nishida adds, "we must be creative, from hour to hour" but not according to the traditional way of acting, if not, "the Self" would be mechanized, resulting in "the death of the species" (p. 208).
In light of the intense industrialization of Japan after the Second World War, the "spirit" or seishin of Nishida's poiesis did permeate postwar Japan and it is visually best expressed through the archetypal sights of millions of salaried employees working long hours for the collective advancement of Japan Inc. 47 In comparative reference to the late German philosopher Martin Heidegger's work on poiesis, his concept is tied with the being of the self which he calls Dasein. According to Alexander Ferrari Di Dippo's analysis of Heidegger's concept of poiesis, human productive work, for example, a work of art or handicraft manufacture, discloses the Being, offering it appearances; Heidegger "assigns to art the power of an original ontological disclosure " (2000: 41) . In other words, the Being can only find meaning in the world by being productive and being involved in the activity of becoming. Heidegger also pre-sites the Being, the Dasein, as having a concealed instability; it is through the experience of poeisis, "a bringing forth," that makes the Being existentially valuable and self understanding (Heidegger, 1993: 317) . Heidegger's idea of Dasein carries with it the "to be" existence of living, by manifesting becoming, and of persistently sustaining itself in "projection" (Caputo, 1998: 227) .
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Seen in this angle and in the context of Japan, it may be apt to pose this inquiry: Are anime and its many image projections (as found on television, in cinema, games, graphic posters, and so on) necessary restitutions of a making Self, afraid of its negativity and deficiency, and also, contradictorily, its larger representational Self as seen from the open and the surface? By the latter, I mean the supreme predominant image-Self of a strong industrialized developed nation. This line of inquiry is about the overpowering waves of modernization and Westernization which Japan has faced since the mid-eighteenth century. In retraction, it may also be about the country's early adoption of the Chinese script and aspects of Chinese culture. Linguistically, as discussed in the preceding chapters, the Chinese script is essentially a foreign textual medium; moreover, the realm of the written word is itself a pre-constituted, culturally premediated type of medium. Thinking in the phenomenologicalontological sense, the endless streams of manga-anime productions are likened to a Heideggerian's concept of poiesis where "bringing forth" a creative Self constantly regenerates and re-assures its communicative visual entity.
Given the motivation and orientation of anime in the Japanese framework, where do other Asian countries stand in relation to their "social contract" (if any) with the medium of animation, spoken or unspoken? For example, in China, the social contract that bonded the producers, the sponsors and the viewers had occurred for a short period in the past. It was during the Second World War when the Wan brothers made Princess Iron Fan, but despite its success among viewers (see Chapter 4), the sponsor was not willing to continue their investment in the animation medium. Disappointed, the Wan brothers proposed their animation development plan to a Hong Kong-based film company, Great Wall Productions, and subsequently moved to Hong Kong and expected that the company would help develop the medium. They were again disappointed because Great Wall Productions was not like Toei, which instinctively saw animation as economically viable (Hu, 2001: 116) . When they moved back to mainland China, the Wan brothers' zeal and hard work in animation did not last long as Shanghai Animation Studio to which they returned was soon caught in the political upheavals of the Cultural Revolution. 49 However, simply pointing to the political and historical misfortunes which, for example, the Wan brothers faced, or the effects on a number of animation studios in such countries as South Korea and Taiwan due to the subcontracted work offered by foreign producers, only simplifies the issue. In a culture or society, there should be in existence an indispensable and persistent collective will (however faint it may be) acknowledging, preserving, and nurturing the dialectical imaginary representations regardless of whatever the political and social conditions there may be. Fables, folktales, myths, and even communal grapevine gossip 50 belong to the realm of the imaginary, and they all tell a kind of "real" that has been somehow marginalized, exiled, or prohibited. The question is whether Asian countries, particularly those aiming to establish an animation industry as dynamic and successful as that of Japan, are ready to harness and nurture this collective storytelling along the imaginary path of animating, given that there are other forms of media which are already in existence and are serving this collective imaginary well. For example, live-action films in India, especially the Bollywood films of song and dance, continue to serve millions of viewers in South Asia and Indian communities worldwide. South Korean live-action films, artistic or non-artistic, romance or horror, gangster or thriller, have in recent years brought much entertainment to home viewers as well as global audiences interested in world cinema. A new cultural phenomenon, Hallyu, with its amalgamation of Korean films, television dramas, pop songs, and fashion has taken Asian communities by storm, particularly in East Asia and Southeast Asia, and as a result, brought in much earnings and trading opportunities from abroad to South Korea.
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Then, why imitate or recreate an existing dominant foreign medium-genre? It might be more helpful for these Asian countries to reach deeply into their own cultures and look for their innate competence for collective storytelling. It might also be more beneficial for them to accept the fact that the narratives of animation productions do not need to be governed by the predominant standards. Interwoven in this trendy zeal to "match" and to "compete" with those ahead in producing commercial animation abroad is the contemporary availability of new advanced technologies which heightens this development course to follow a familiar formulaic path. The trap lies in the foreign origins of such tools and devices, as in the end their application only contributes and reinforces similar production patterns, methods, and modes of thinking and creating. For example, Malaysian animation teacher Juhanita Jiman (2005) points out various areas to which the animators in her country may have to pay attention. While there is no lack of folklore which animators can use, given the rich multiracial mix and multifaceted lifestyles of Malaysians, the execution process ultimately comprises character design, color schemes, and motifs. Even the calculated animated movements occupy a greater part of the animated storytelling. Hence, the search for an "identity" is no simple matter.
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Or, could it be the case that there is "internal imperialism" repressing the imaginary from manifesting in animating forms? If so, where does the repression come from? Is it from the ruling authorities, the cultural agents and sponsors, the community at large, or all combined? In his critique of the discourses of cultural imperialism, Tomlinson (1991:165) summarizes that it is the apparent absence of "collective will-formation" in recording and creating "narratives of cultural meaning." In other words, the onus lies on society itself to "want" to co-participate and co-create narratives despite the presence of locally enacted or foreign obstacles. Moreover, in view of the missing or underachieved liberal modernization conditions in the greater Asian region (with the exceptions of Taiwan and South Korea as political reforms in these two countries since the late 1980s have led to the implementation of new policies and plans for developing the creative industries), other governing status-quo positions, and state arrangements pose hindrances in one way or another in nurturing anime productions that are people-oriented and pro-reflexive. By "reflexive," I refer to a Bourdieu's concept, that is, the ability to be critical and exploratory of societal happenings, which offers independent perspectives unshackled by predominant and predetermined biases and beliefs (Bourdieu, 1973 and 1990) . This is so as such productions not only require a great number of talented and committed staff, "enlightened" sponsors, mentors, and experienced art educators, but also a free and tolerant political environment for this unpredictable and energy-motivated medium to thrive. For example, in Japan, manga-anime characters are present in serious newspapers, journals, and other reputable youth publications. Countries in the region has yet to develop their outstanding nationalistic styles as they are still importing indiscriminately a foreign medium-genre without understanding its cultural characteristics and its enterprise intentions.
The Japanese experience of animation (including anime) turns out to be an encompassing kind, fulfilling personal and social needs, spiritually and materially. Cultural theorist Raymond Williams has stressed the "peopleness" of culture; indeed, anime is part of an ethnic people's culture and "is an inseparable part of a complex whole " (1994: 60) . It is part of a specific cultural trajectory; therefore, its value is measured by time and generations of evolvement and commitment and a presence of a certain physical and socio-cultural environment. In other words, it is not solely a matter of capital investment and infrastructure building. Nor can it be taken as a homogeneous universal transaction, as if all fans of manga and anime, Japanese and non-Japanese, share the same interests and levels of appreciation of anime. In relation to the studies of anime fandom worldwide, my stance differs from a critic's global view that the otaku phenomenon "is not purely Japanese" and has instead become a "transnational" movement (Lamarre, 2004/05: 175) , 53 because, to draw a Lacanian analogy, the imaginary has inherent underlying tensions, gaps eccentricities, fantasies, and causes of desires. Also, the imaginary is the "mirror" imagined world, which is capable of reflecting and being reflected upon (Lacan, 1977 and 1988) . Hence, the fascination of the medium-genre overseas possibly tells more about the local prevailing cultural circumstances and the dynamics may vary from one place to another.
In short, the particularity with which the Japanese embrace the visual should not be regarded as a common phenomenon and that their experience can be easily transferable and repeatedly produced or re-enacted elsewhere. Theirs is when the conventional word, spoken or written, fails or proves to be insufficient in conveying other realms of meaning or truth. The images also participate in expressing the missing communication gaps and in part allow the gift of creating and imagining to take hold. Hence, anime "is raised to the status of a kind of pictorial ontology," a phrase which Bernhard Waldenfels (1998: 288) uses in espousing MerleauPonty's philosophy of perception, and describes how the take-for-granted cognitive linguistic world is trapped by a primordial past and the language of painting offers new visibilities of things (that the painter paints not only what he sees but also "what sees itself in him") (1998: 288) . My appropriation of this phrase attempts to channel out more clearly a vital communicative strand in the Japanese perception of truth which includes an experiential world of suggestiveness, nuances, inter-subjectivities,
